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You are currently using an older browser and your experience may not be optimal. Please consider the upgrade. Find out more. Page of 60 Published On: 1st July 2020 Category: Instagram These days, businesses simply can't survive without a good commitment on social media. There are even entire career paths built around social media, and people around the world who make a living solely through
their social networking channels! But if you're already trying to run a business, how are you supposed to find the time to create meaningful and engaging content? Don't be afraid - there are countless Instagram templates for effective and engaging profiles, posts and stories available, and we've saved you even more time by finding the best! From specific companies such as gyms and cafes to general
content templates that can be customized to literally fit any type of profile, there are a range of options that are sure to suit you. Get everything you need to overload your Instagram profile and social presence. Starting at just $16, access thousands of Instagram templates, icons and layouts, as well as Photoshop actions, Lightroom presets, and more. Find Instagram Naples Instagram Templates The first
Instagram story model on our list offers a range of eye-catching, layered models with elegant solid colors, bold, fine typography, and a range of smart objects and vector shapes for instant customization. It is compatible with all new screen resolutions of the device and can be modified using Photoshop. Funky Instagram Template Very versatile, modern and bright, this fun set of Instagram post templates
provides both Photoshop and Jpeg files with layered graphics, interchangeable color themes, and a range of free Google fonts. Although it is available in an Instagram post size, it can also be adjusted to fit the size of other social media platforms. Model Eva Instagram The Eva Instagram profile model is a beautiful set of puzzle style post templates designed to add a sense of style and cohesion to your
Instagram feed. Each file is fully customizable and compatible with Adobe Photoshop and incorporates smart objects, vector shapes and complete overlays for a high-quality finish. Creative Instagram Model Our next Instagram publishing model is a creative abstract design that is perfect for new businesses that want to engage new and existing followers using a funky but professional stream It's also
compatible with Photoshop, Illustrator, Sketch and Figma, which makes it easy to edit no matter what program you're using. Praha Instagram Template Praha is a clean and elegant set of Instagram story layouts that features beautiful contrasting fonts, an elegant monochrome color theme, and a minimalist design that is perfect for any personal or business flow with an eye for fashion and sophistication.
Monochrome Instagram Model This simple and modern Instagram profile model includes a wide range of versatile, versatile, purpose, integrated Instagram story, and publishing designs, and is compatible with illustrator and Photoshop. It's a great way to add a touch of black-and-white sophistication to your diet. Photopick Instagram Template Photopick is a bright and colorful set of Instagram publishing
templates that are fully customizable using Photoshop, and feature fully layered elements, vector-based shapes, intelligent object image placement, and editable fonts and colors. This is a particularly good option for small businesses and creative professionals who want to make an impact! Fruitty Instagram Template Another fun and colorful option, fruitty Instagram post template package, includes a range
of ready-to-use post layouts with bold fonts, eye-catching hues and cutting-edge graphics such as smart objects and vector shapes for seamless editing. It is also fully superimposed and well organized and comes with supporting documents. Casaco Instagram Template The Casaco is a modern set, in pastel shades of Instagram story models that is ideal for an ice cream or candy store, but also for anyone
with a sweet tooth and favors these delicate, fun and simple colors, elegant layouts. All shapes are vector-based, and images can be modified using intelligent objects. Chulym Instagram Template For a very sophisticated and eye-catching set of Instagram messaging models, the Chulym is a popular choice. It features chic minimalist layouts, modern fonts, and a clean and elegant finish that will give your
power supply a sense of style and quality. Instagram Food Model As the name suggests, this Instagram profile model is perfect for a food blogger or business! It includes layouts for messages and stories, is compatible with Illustrator and Photoshop, and features fully layered and vector graphics for a professional look. Alkesa Instagram Template Alkesa is an eye-catching set of six Instagram post models,
with bright colors, elegant typography and smart objects to make editing a breeze. Vector graphics and high resolution give it a professional look, and it's easy for any company or influencer to customize for their own brand or aesthetic. Ideal Instagram fashion and beauty model for a high-end fashion boutique, beauty blogger, or someone who just wants to give their Instagram profile a sophisticated and
high-end look, this model features a collection of post style banners that have been specially designed for promotions, and is sure to help your Instagram feed Apart! Memphis Instagram Template For a funky, retro-inspired but modern Instagram feed, consider the Memphis Instagram post model, which combines subtle colors and bold fonts with interesting graphics and unique layouts to create an elegant
and versatile set of messages. It is compatible with Photoshop, Illustrator, Figma and Sketch. Coffee Shop Instagram Template You Guessed It - This Instagram story model was deliberately created for coffees and cafes, but it's so easy to edit you'll soon be able to customize it based on any type of Instagram profile! The images, text and background are all on separate layers, and all elements are vector-
based to facilitate use. Lunar Instagram Model The Lunar Instagram Story Model is a series of fully editable history layouts that are suitable for a wide range of purposes, from shops and restaurants to creative professionals and bloggers. You can easily customize each model in Photoshop using layered elements and drag-and-drop functionality. Instagram Template Banner This collection of Instagram post
templates is perfect if you need to create promotions or offers for your followers, and provides 30 unique layouts that can each be tailored to your own purposes. The professional and creative design is very versatile, and fully stacked PSD files couldn't be easier to modify. Fitness Instagram Template Ideal for fitness professionals and businesses, such as personal trainers, yoga instructors, gyms and
studios, this professional and clean set of 15 Instagram post templates is fully customizable and compatible with Adobe Photoshop. Each layout is aligned on a grid of columns, giving your messages a high-quality symmetrical appearance. Model Instagram style mode This puzzle model is designed to help you create attractive and stylish Instagram posts that give your profile an amazing overall look. All
texts, colors, shapes and backgrounds are editable and each layout is made up of 12 individual publishing templates. Business Corporate Instagram Template The corporate Instagram story model is a simple but trendy series of stories that have been specifically designed with a company that follows in mind and will allow you to create fun and interesting content for your feed while maintaining a very
professional appearance. Sophisticated Instagram Model This collection of Instagram story models is an elegant and sophisticated way to reach your followers, and includes five fully customizable models that have been optimized for Instagram stories. Smart objects, vector graphics and extended overlays make it easy to edit in Photoshop. Medical Instagram Model If you're looking for a set of medical or
hospital-themed Instagram models, this collection of nine publishing templates is a winner. Fully superimposed with vector graphics and high resolution, it features fully editable and customizable layouts that are compatible with Photoshop, Illustrator, Figma and Sketch. Greenleaf Instagram Template Next on our list of Instagram models is this amazing collection of nature-inspired story models, with 24
professional, Photoshop-compatible layouts with fully customizable text, images and colors, pixel-perfect graphics and high resolution for a beautifully polished finish. Instagram Model Here's a collection of vintage-inspired Instagram models that will give your profile a retro old school vibe. It includes 10 story models and 10 post all of which are completely superimposed using vector shapes, Google fonts,
intelligent object image placement, and editable text and colors. Studio Instagram Template The latest Instagram profile model in our list is this beautiful collection of business-oriented story layouts that were created for a leisure studio such as a gym, dance club or yoga studio, but could also be used for a personal blog or beauty salon. All items are fully customizable using Photoshop. And there you have
it, a selection of the best Instagram profiles, post, and story templates, to help you save time in creating engaging and unique content for your feed! Feed!
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